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WILLIAM A. SULLIVAN 
When my gr t Barrow " ea and good f ' 

tradit~ was breaking me in" t L.r~end, Roscoe 
, ~ons and t abus he c 0 ~terary Cl ub 

g~ve,a lot of thought to ounse~ed me -- "Bill, 
~ons~deration be clear ory~ur t~tle. Under no 
~s the name of the garee I~ecific. Misdirection 
good, the aUdience wi 'be diyour paper isn't any 
shortcomings by trying to f' stracted from its 
applies. If you paper is g~g~re out how the title 
members will not only enj OOh' or adequate, the 
the added satisfaction Ofo~iw at y?U say but have 
application." ScOVer1ng the title's 

In my papers thus far I have followed 
Roscoe's advice -- and never more so than now 
"More of the Same " bears absolutely no relati~n 
to what follows. I pulled it out of the air when 
John Lee pushed me in to this predicament and 
then pressed me for a title . Don't waste another 
minute on its significance , 

I ,might just as well tell you now what 
you are going to hear -- a ,few reactions, dis
coveries, conclusions reached while teaching 
Philosophy at the Raymond Walters College of the 
University of Cincinnati. I won't dwell at 
length or in depth on any , of them because it's 
Election Night and Charles Aring implored me, 
"Bill be brief! " (I'll be brief, but I'm not 
particularly happy about ~t -~ this is the 
second year in a row when I ,have been deprived 
of a full f orty-five minutes of your time. Last 
year your sobering-up and digestive processes 
compelled brevity. This year it's that inter
minable election. When will I be able to deliver 
that full-length masterpiece?) 

Another moment of overture. This will 
not be ' a "work" paper. ' I am not so daring q.s to 
fly in the face of tradition , Refer~nces to 
Philosophy are made only as background for my 
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reactions. (I had to assure Eslie and Lew Gatch 
on that score before they gave me their imprimaturs.) 

Well then, let's get on with it. 

In 1966, at age 56, and after thirty
five years with Metropolitan Life and a wartime 
interlude in Industry, I decided to retire and 
get into teaching. I wasn "t getting the ' same 
bang out of my work ' (partly because I wasn't 
putting the same bang into it); the children 
were fairly well along; I was still young; 
Florence was agreeable; I had always enjoyed 
teaching -- these and a few other assorted ration
alizations convinced me to turn in my cap and 
badge and offer my services to the educational 
world. 

I will spare you the details of my 
efforts to place myself in Academe. Suffice it 
to say , that I was listened to politely by all, 
with interest by some and 'with open arms ' by only 
one -- Hilmar Krueger, then Dea~ of the university 
College. 

I was on the verge of panic when Ken 
Wilson of the Busiriess School suggested I talk 
with Dean Krueger. It turned out to be a wonder
ful ~uggestion. ' 

r found the Dean in the midst of one 
of his many remarkable achievements ' -- he was 
giving birth to Raymond Walters College: He 'had 
the physical plant near completion and. was " in .. 
the process of ~icking a faculty. ' , 

~et me tell you about that interview 
with Hilmar (we have ' since become good friends 
and are on a first-name basis). It was short 
and sweet. 

We talked for a ,few minutes . -- just 
long enough for Hil~ar's intuitive sense to sweep 
aside non-eJ;sentials and get to the heart 6f the 
matter. Satisfied that I had "the makings'," he 
asked me what I wanted to teach. I said "English." 



He said, "We have an abundance of English teachers 
(he 'probably said "Teachers of 'English " ), can you 
teach Logic?" I said that Logic had been my 
favorite subject in College (the truth) and that 
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I had taught it for a year to bartenders, rail
roaders, truck drivers , who were my fellow students 
in a Union school I had a ttended in New York (the 
regular teacher had be en transferred and I was asked 
to fill in for him). Hilmar said, "Alright, I ' ll 
put you on as an ad junct Instructor in Logic 
starting a year from September." 

That was pretty much how it happened. 
I am the first to a dmit that it wouldn't happen 
that way today. Hi lmar Krueger was probably the 
last of the dynamic l eaders who, by and large, 
ran their own show. Today decana1 powers have 
been so restricted a nd distributed to the Faculty 
as to make my appointment moot -- at the very best 
subject to a long drawn ou t hassle of parliamentary 
peer screening. Than k God for Hilmar! ' 

Well, I was "in ," and I spent the next 
year and a half auditin g Logic classes and study
ing the subject (not r e studying i~ beca~se I soon 
found that the current t reatment bore l~ttle or no 
resemblance to the s cholastic deduction ~hich had 
been drilled in to me t wo hours a day, f~ve days 
a week in my Junior college year. I had to work 
like a nailer, but whe n Raymond W~lters opened 

rob
' 1977 I was ready to go actually 

in Septe er, , , ' 
I was champing at the b~t. 

, i and teach it as a beginning 
I love Logc a Mathematic which, I 

philosophy rath~r than aSrent vogue. The subject 
regret to say, ~s the c~r which had the advantage 
was offered as an elect~V:armers, and, because it 
of culling ' out the b:~calternative to Math, my 
was also offered aSfilled to overflowing with 
early classes were b'ect 
escapees from that su J • 

, ' early Skeptic ex- , 
Sextus EmP~r~cus~ an 'd " •.• Th~s 

L g~c -- he sa~ , i 
presses my approa~htt~f ~ruth is to be sought n 
we doa~f~~ ~- ~ ~hi~osophY' we must, before 
every d~v~Sl.on 0 
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all else, possess trustwo 
for the discernment of Tr~;gy princi~les and methods 
we'bought to make Our beginni~g· ~so ~t is with this 
cr~ es Logic for what it' s. To me that des-
for seeking truth. I belf s -- the rule~ and methods 
be a requirement for te h eve strongly ~t should 

ac ~rs and students alike. 
But, while Log' d 

compatible, and when co~fn:~ Truth are not only 
most sublime achievemen make for . one of man's 
-- the fact is that Tru~~ properly ~pressed thought 
irrelevant to Logic. ' as such, ~s completely 

This fact -- for a considerable time __ 
gave my students the heebie jeebies -- they had 
trouble distinguishing between truth and valid't 
As YO? know, Logic is c~ncerned with validity,~ y. 
that ~s, a proper relat~onship between the premises 
and conclusion of an a~gument. It is the shape 
-- the form -- of an argument that determines its 
validity. Time a~d again students would quarrel 
with a perfectly valid argument because its con
clusion happened to be false. They would almost 
resent my insistence that they disregard what was 
said and concentrate on how it was said. We had 
some hairy times before they came to realize that 
Truth and Reasonableness are not synonymous terms. 

Why is it ·so hard for people to make 
this distinction (my students are not the only 
ones with the problem)? Sometimes I think it 
is because we are all in such a sweat -- so im
patient to "get on with the business " that we 
are unwilling to take the time to get there con
vincingly.Is this a serious problem? Just 
consider how often this world has been screwed 
up by "do-gooders" who are ~'unreasonable." It's 
bad enough that they fail to establish their 
truths. The worst sin is that they make the 
"Truth" seem unattainable. (If I had my full 
time I could do this thought more justice".) 

Regardless of the reason, I found "Truth " 
constantly interferring with my efforts to focus 
on the farm -- the sbape -- the relationship of 
the parts' -- of an argument. 



I think it was when me moved in to 
Symbolic Logic that t he word "Shape " came to 
refer to the validity of an argument rather 
than to the dimensions o f an attractive female 
torso. 

Alfred North Whitehead explained why 
when he said, "By t he a id of symbolism, we can 
make transitions in reasoning mechanically by 
the eye which otherwise would call into play 
the higher faculties of t he brain." 

By replacing ordinary language with 
a language of symbols, t he student can actually 
"see " the shape of the argument. Its skeleton 
hangs before him without the distractions of flesh 
and life. No need to dissect laboriously the 
cluttered body of thought. In the flash of an 
eye the "shape" is apparent -- and so is the 
validity. 
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From this point of view, paradoxically 
enough, Logic is not concerned with developing 
our powers of thought, but with developing techniques 
which enable us to get along without thinking. 

At about this point I used to indulge 
in what I hope is a forgiveable "I told you s~ . " 
In a moment of lull I would give the class th1S 
little hypot~etical syllogism ;~f J~b~~O~:~palaika." 
then Sespala~ka. But Jabenose. ere 0 

"Valid or invalid?" I would ask •. "valid""w~s~e~d 
immediate response·

d 
"A~~ ~~:~e~~~_Ic~~{~nt has 

add. No answer, an n~ . 
nothing to do with val~d~ty. 

nts related to Logic. 
Two more comme l'sm with a sense 

Every class reacted
d
to s~~dinary language was 

of relief. The bur en 0 for the first time in 
off their backs. Probably re free from the vague 
their lives many of the~ wethe amphiboly of their 
equivocal,nature ~fd~~~r:~tions due to whatever 
cons7ruct7on~f' .t~nce they may have. 
emot~ve s~gn~ 1C 

the more prescient students, 
Some of 
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finding themselves dealin ' 
voluted symbolic relat' gh:as11Y with long con-
~hat Logic was Math an~O~~n'PS a~ke to the fact 
,un, they had probably . ce Log1c was easy and 
1n ducking Math (that ~~ssed a snap fun course 
syllogism). Some of th y the way, is a nice valid 
in Mathematics. em went on to higher study 

As for the aethet were many __ after a dose o~ss-- who, Thank God, 
to my colleagues in English wi~ol~sm they turned 
for the beauty of words. a eeper respect 

But Logic wasn't all-consuming I had 
time to develop and teach an "Introducti;n to 
Philosophy" course which covered Epsitemology 
Metaphysics and Ethics. (I hope it will beco~e 
apparent from what follows why I once told Ernie 
Muntz __ my Dean, that I should pay, rather than 
be paid, for teaching the course.) 

Epistemology was an eye opener. I had 
never before realized that almost every problem 
in life has an epistemic origin. If this hasn't 
occurred to you, I Suggest that you consider a 
serious problem you face and ask yourself three 
simple questions -- "What do I know about it?"; 
"What do I know for sure?"and "How do I come 
to know that?" please don't take the time to 
answer them noW for I'll lose you as an audience. 
Rather let me tell yoU it took us a full quarter 
of clasS to discusS and answer them and every 

second was well spent. 
Take the answer to the first question 

__ "What did I knoW? (about anything)." When asked 
about such imponderables as Self, Truth, Freedom, 
God, it reveals a disturbing and humili

atin? (in 
the sense of "humblin9") ignorance. But wa~t a 
minute, there'S nothing wrong with either of those 
revelations . If one is to grOW he must have a 
continual dissatisfaction with h~s grasp, ~f.a can-

t (What does the poet call 1t? A D1v1n
e 

dc~P . tent' As for ignor~ce, it's not ~ly ~scon' lit but it begets a 
a compelling negative rea Y, 
becoming humility.) 



much" "The answer to the first 
or Not enough." question? 
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"Not 

With respect t th 
do you know for sure"" 0 e second quest' th . ~on, "What "very 1 ;ttle. " . e answer is th ... e same __ 

The scientific metho 
at best produces only hi h d, ?~ittedly and 
certainties. g probab~l~ties -- no 

Faith, Intuition d . 
snatches of the truth but' 0 prov~de certain 
are subject to continual C~:e~f~hei~ certainties 
meaning. . r~ ~cat~on -- deeper 

From their reflection thi 
question, my ~tudents -- like YO~~selv:s s::o~~w 
the c?nstruct~ve na~ure of a healthy skepticism. 
(I st~ll remember vlvidly the advice of my con-
fessor to my admission of many doubts. "Don't 
worry about them, Will, worry when you don't 
have any.") 

When you think about that third question 
"How do I come to know that?", you see more clearl; 
the greatness of the human mind -- and its limita
tions -- the significant -- and dangerous -- per
ceptions of the senses; the direct magnificent --
if fleeting -- awareness of intuition; the necessity 
of Faith -- the role of each in coming to know. 

I found that the students in studying 
and discussing these paths to knowledge learned 
a great deal about themselves. I sincerely hope 
that they become discriminating humans as they 
apply some of the lessons of Epistemology -- "use 
your head, but remember that everything is not 
soluble in thought"; "Experience is a great teacher, 
but don't try to experience everything" ; (rather, 
join the Literary Club); "You can't live without 
Faith, but don't leave everything up to God" ; 
"Go ahead, play your hunches -- it's remarkable 
how often they are right." 

My final observation has to do with 
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hteaching Ethics -- that stickiest of all subJ'ects __ 
ow ought we to act. 

It was in Ethics that I most a 
the presence of mature adult . ppreciated 
ful students, lacking a lot s ~n t~e class. Youth
and being constantly bOmbard O% l~v~ng experience 
family, mentors a d f . e w~t fiats from 
to take an "eithe~-or r~e~bd~, kundershtiandably tend 
, k" ' ... ac or w te" position 
~n rna ~ng Judgments. (Are you thinking this 
tendency is not confined to youths?) 

, This is an easy "out" -- it doesn't re-
gu~re,much time ' n6r depth and breadth of under
stand;:-ng. ,And, let's fact it, it isn't "wishy
was~y -- ~t ~akes for decisiveness -- a generally 
adrn~rable tra~t. 

But when you are looking at Pleasure, 
Power, Love, Man, God, as some of the basic criteria 
in establishing norms of conduct, it is dangerously 
simplistic. ' 

I like to think we emerged from our 
ethical discussions with an intelligent caution 
about "disjunctive" (either-or) positions and an 
intelligent respect for the "conjunctive" (this, 
and this, and this) position. The reduction of 
life's complexities to a matter of "either-or" is, 
to me, a "reductio ad absurdum." (Does this 
bother you as much as it does me?) 

Well "How man ought to act" is no place 
for a disjunctive. Interestingly enough, the 
"hypothetical" proposition helped us think more 
clearly. Let me cite just one example to illustrate 
what I mean. 

Let's assume that "Pleasure" is the 
norm for ethical conduct (everyone seeks pleasure 
and, viewed in isolation, a good case can be 
made for itl. So we make the statement, "Pleasure 
is the norm of human conduct." Next, we preface 
the statement with the word "if" and follow it 
with the word " then." Thusly, "If pleasure is 
the norm of human conduct, then ... " 
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Then what? Then complete the hypothetical 
by adding as many "consequents" as may properly 
follow this antecedent. For example, " If pleasure 
is the norm of human conduct, then nobody counts 
but me"; or "Then pain and suffering are meaning
less"; etc., etc. 

I know that there are some things a man 
ought to do regardless of the consequences but I 
also know it makes for a better life if one always 
looks to the consequences of his actions before 
acting. 

That's why I love that hypothetical 
proposition. Let's build one and see what happens. 

This paper has lasted 
20 minutes 

add the "if " and "then" 

If this paper has lasted 
20 minutes, then ... add t he obvious consequent .. • 

If this paper has lasted 
20 minutes, then I should 
stop. 

And I do, forthwith. Thank you. 




